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Chris Stapleton, Sturgill Simpson, Jason Isbell, Aaron
Watson, Jamey Johnson, Hank3, and others helped
create a new appetite for true country and helped
open doors for an artist with no compromise in their
sound to walk through them. It just happens to be that
in 2018, that door is open wider than ever, and right
as Cody Jinks is hitting his stride. Cody Jinks hasn’t
spent his career slowly drifting away from his roots.
He’s spent his career re-affirming them, grasping them
tighter, and doubling down on a traditional country
sound. Jinks whose last album, I’m Not the Devil, was
widely hailed as one of the best country albums of
2016, and Lifers aims for similar acclaim (and then
some).

It’s been a life of music for Boz Scaggs – five decades
spread far and wide with remarkable range in style
and influence. From his early West Coast rock and soul
bands, through his smooth ‘70s Hollywood years with
hits like “Lowdown” and “Lido Shuffle,” to his recent
explorations in R&B, jazz and the Great American
Songbook, the self-produced Out of the Blues finds
Scaggs applying his iconic voice and gritty guitar
skills to a set of new originals and vintage classics by
Bobby “Blue” Bland, Jimmy Reed, and many others
– including a stirring reading of Neil Young’s “On the
Beach.” Scaggs’ all-star band includes Doyle Bramhall
II, Ray Parker Jr. (Yes, that one), Charlie Sexton, and
legendary drummer Jim Keltner.

“People only tough as their phone allows them to be,”
sings Drake. No matter how savage of a tweeter you
are, it’s hard to fuck with that nugget of wisdom from
the best-selling Canadian rapper. A phone appears
on “Emotionless,” too. Is homie watching too much
Black Mirror or is he really sweating the inevitable
existential horrors that await each seemingly benign
technological advance. Is that why he looks like a hair
model on Scorpion’s cover? He’s a businessman, sure,
but he’s also a product. Two albums in one, Scorpion
is half Hip Hop / half RnB – which will surely infuriate
all those critical thumbs – and he’s still selling cause
you’re still buying. From the bottom, to here, to… now
what? Still deeper than Kanye, yo.

Blue October are one of those bands that some
insiders like to refer to as being part of the current
musical landscape’s “Middle Class.” They are not well
known beyond a devoted cult – but those fans more
than sustain them. With no one whom to sellout, Blue
October have the best of both worlds – they can
write catchy, anthemic groovers (“I’ll Do Me, You Do
You) while still indulging is just enough art-damaged
experiments – like “Colors Collide” – that will keep
them on the acceptable edge. Think Elbow – but with
better haircuts. It’s an enviable position to be in –
and their new album I Hope Your Happy finds them
chasing their muse to satisfying results. This is a band
you should really get to know.

Chanticleer Trü would like you to know that “RNB ain’t
no joke.” As frontman of Portland, OR Retro-Futurist
electro-soul adepts Chanti Darling, Trü drinks deeply
from the sacred founts of Disco, Boogie Funk, and
the dizzying universe of house music. Written over
three years and recorded in Portland, OR, some of
the songs were written in the studio, while the rest
was refined during the bands already legendary live
shows. Aesthetically, Chanti Darling melds 80’s retrofuturist iconography with a late-night summertime
vibe – and RNB Vol. 1 is a place of neon lights and
palm fronds, washed in the pastels of dusk and dawn.
Urgent, irresistible, and absolutely of the moment,
travel with Chanti Darling to a place of hip-shaking,
sweaty freedom.
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Spider Bags return with Someday Everything Will
Be Fine, an LP that ascends to new levels of hot aural
trash preserved in reasonably fidelity. Recorded in
Memphis, Someday Everything Will Be Fine leverages
the limitations and glory of the Tascam 388, a vintage
recording/mixing device that’s acquired a mythos via
its association with legendary records by Dinosaur Jr.,
the Black Keys, Ty Segall, and Thee Oh Sees. Memphis
also lent its own mojo to the album’s sound and
feel, thanks to local legends including Jack Oblivian
(Patrick Stickles of Titus Andronicus is also among
the guests). Someday Everything Will Be Fine, which
is about the importance of saying fuck it and dancing
to a rock and roll record, is an album only Spider Bags
could make.

Critically-acclaimed
singer/songwriter/violinist
Amanda Shires’ follows up her critically acclaimed 2016
release, My Piece of Land, with To the Sunset. It serves
as Shires’ second album with Grammy award-winning
producer Dave Cobb and represents an adventurous
move with an edgier sound and attitude. To the Sunset
is a compelling collection of narratives often told
from a female perspective. The themes range from
grappling with self-esteem in “Mirror, Mirror” to mental
illness and addiction in standout track “Wasn’t I Paying
Attention?” and the power of a changed perspective
with a dash of her signature wit in “Break Out the
Champagne.” Shires has a penchant for delivering her
stories in ways that are intelligent, poetic, thoughtful
and warm – feeling as if coming from a good friend.

Ultraphonix, the new creation of Corey Glover
(Living Colour) and George Lynch (Dokken, Lynch
Mob), alongside the great rhythm section formed by
drummer Chris Moore and Pancho Tomaselli on bass.
Original Human Music is an album where Glover’s
profound and thoughtful lyrics sound perfectly loud
against the warm and heavy wall of sound created by
Lynch. It’s all sustained by a rhythm section that can
go anywhere musically. Lynch says: “The album sounds
like a fusion of early Red Hot Chili Peppers meets King
Crimson meets Judas Priest! It’s a super-fun band.”
Drawing on (very heavy) rock, funk, and jazz influences,
Ultraphonix paints a picture of a band still believing
that social consciousness could be celebrated through
great rock songs.

Texas’ genre-bending rock ‘n’ roller Israel Nash
presents his latest long player, Lifted – a modern day
hippie-spiritual and a tonic for those needing to put
aside the mess of the daily grind. Accompanied by his
longtime band, with arrangements by Jesse Chandler
(Mercury Rev, Midlake), horns by members of Austin’s
cumbia/funk compadre’s Grupo Fantasma, and strings
from Kelsey Wilson and Sadie Wolf of indie pop’s Wild
Child, Nash, alongside co-producer and engineer Ted
Young (Kurt Vile, The Rolling Stones), presents a sonic
experience both vast and intimate. Nash incorporated
found sounds and field recordings from his Texas ranch
to create a setting of the sounds that represent his Hill
Country life, guided by a methodology that melds
Steve Albini and John Cage.

Lucero’s ninth studio album, Among the Ghosts, pays
homage to their seminal influences as it seeks to push
that legacy into the future. Ben Nichols has written
songs that play like short stories. There are nods to
regional authors like Flannery O’Connor and Faulkner,
as well as newer writers like Larry Brown and William
Gay. Several songs juxtapose going off to battle with
a rock & roll band’s endless touring – shifting time
periods like the spirits which haunt the album, the
happiness of domestic bliss undercut with fears of loss
and the specter of mortality. It’s a dark palette that
includes tales of a haunting, a drowning, a reckoning
with the devil, a divorce, and a shoot-out. And that’s
just Side A!
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With Lamp Lit Prose, Dirty Projectors present the
yang to the yin of their eponymous 2017 effort. The
songs signal a page turned for David Longstreth:
Hope instead of heartbreak – a restorative balance.
Guitars have returned to the Dirty Projectors’ world,
intricate and gorgeous vocal harmony too. It begins
with “Right Now,” David singing, “there was silence in
my heart, but now I’m striking up the band.” LA string
group the Calder Quartet, and The Brass Players of
Los Angeles both appear on several songs while
further collaborations come from the likes of HAIM,
Robin Pecknold, and Rostam Batmanglij. Lamp Lit
Prose embracing the band’s trademarks while pushing
the sonic envelope forward – especially on gonzo/
gorgeous “Break-Thru” and “That’s A Lifestyle.”

Trevor Powers began recording music in 2011 under the
moniker Youth Lagoon before announcing the end of
the project in 2015. Powers then started making music
experiments inspired by the visual works of artists such as
Francis Bacon, Sister Gertrude Morgan, and Harry Clarke.
Embracing a combination of noise, beauty, and mercurial
avant-pop atmospheres, he began molding these
experiments into songs highlighting the intersection of
unity and chaos, nightmares, and the invisible forces at
war within the human self. Powers brought his songs and
a handful of contributors to Sonic Ranch, a residential
studio complex in the middle of a 2,300 acre orchard, to
record Mulberry Violence. The album was mixed in Los
Angeles by frequent Beyoncé collaborator Stuart White.
The result is electric, saturated, melodic, and sublime.

Joseph Arthur and Peter Buck of R.E.M. have come
together as Arthur Buck. The collaboration was
established after the pair met up in Mexico near the
end of 2017. They wrote eight songs in three days and
on the fourth day, performed them for a handful of
locals near Buck’s home. “It was liberated from any
expectation,” says Buck “It was free.” For these two
prolific artists – who already had a history of performing
together – working in the moment came naturally. But
the songs of this self-titled debut never feel tossed
off. These aren’t jams: Rather two artists combining
their sensibilities in the pursuit of something pure.
The results are passionate, rocking, and little manic.
Hopefully there’s more where this came from.

While overseeing the soundtrack for T2 Trainspotting,
Underworld’s Rick Smith met with Iggy Pop at London’s
Savoy Hotel to discuss working on collaborative music
for the film. The thread connecting the two artists
was that Pop’s “Lust for Life” and Underworld’s
“Born Slippy (Nuxx)” had both been in the original
Trainspotting. The 4-track EP Teatime Dub Encounters
is the result of a few clandestine hotel room recording
sessions, that began a few weeks after Underworld
and Iggy Pop each released their previous albums. It’s
neither historical or a tribute to past work. Rather, it’s
the work of artists in motion – engaged in a process
that uses spontaneity as a spur for creativity. It’s a
surprisingly tender affair – and you can (and should)
dance to it.

1922 is based on Stephen King’s 2010 novella of the
same name, from his horror anthology, Full Dark, No
Stars, which tells the story of a man’s confession of
his wife’s murder. The tale is told from the perspective
of Wilfred James, the story’s unreliable narrator who
admits to killing his wife, Arlette, with his son in
Nebraska. But after he buries her body, he finds himself
terrorized by rats and, as his life begins to unravel,
becomes convinced his wife is haunting him. Mike
Patton’s (Faith No More, Dead Cross, Tomahawk)
heavily orchestral original score follows his acclaimed
work on the 2012 film The Place Beyond the Pines and
is equally haunting and dissonant.
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Home – and the people who make it – have captivated
Lori McKenna for years. Over the last three decades,
as she became a wife and mother of five, she has
also emerged as one of the most respected, prolific
singer-songwriters in popular music. In 2016, she
became the first woman ever to win the Country Music
Association’s Song of the Year two years in a row
thanks to co-writing Little Big Town’s “Girl Crush” and
penning Tim McGraw’s No. 1 “Humble and Kind.” Both
songs also clinched back-to-back Grammy wins for
Best Country Song. In 2017, she became the Academy
of Country Music’s first female Songwriter of the Year.
Produced by Dave Cobb, The Tree is a stunning ode to
life’s defining relationships.

Cody Jinks was raised on the sounds of country music
and metal. Ultimately, Jinks found himself back to
where it all began. His father loved the outlaw country
icons: Johnny Cash, Waylon Jennings and The Hag.
That never ending consistency of incredible music
growing up laid some very deep seeds and those early
influences shine through his music. Jinks’ beloved
fourth album, Adobe Sessions, marks the beginning of
Jinks’ recent stride. “In 2015 a great crop of fresh faces
in country and Americana arose on many people’s
radars,” writes Country Perspective. “Adobe Sessions
felt like the awaited breaking out of the next big star…
The album is full of traditional country, plenty of steel
guitar and ballads on life and love.”

Cody Jinks was raised on country music but he cut
his teeth on metal. (“Metallica was king,” he says)
After a dedicated stint as a frontman in a thrash metal
band, Jinks willingly found himself back to where it all
began: “My dad loved the outlaw country icons… That
never ending consistency of incredible music growing
up laid some very deep seeds.” I’m Not the Devil is
Jinks’ deepest, darkest and most provocative album
to date – and it deals with the most Metal of themes:
The Apocalypse. Heavy, sure, but the sound is Outlaw
Country through-and-through. Catchy, gorgeous, and
featuring an astounding cover of Merle Haggard’s “The
Way I Am” – you’ll quickly understand why I’m Not the
Devil is often considered Jinks’ best.

Recorded during Tarja’s world tour, “The Shadow
Shows,” during which the former Nightwish singer
played over 200 shows in 40 countries in front of a
million people, Act II consists of a very intimate set
captured live at the Metropolis Studio in London, UK
and a breathtaking performance in Milan, Italy. The first
chapter was recorded two months prior to the release
of Tarja’s 2016 success, The Shadow Self, and is an
intimate, yet rocking set featuring songs from her then
unreleased album. Act II’s second chapter includes
hits from all four Tarja albums, as well as an incredible
cover of Muse’s “Supremacy” and a medley consisting
of the distinctive Nightwish evergreens “Ever Dream,”
“Slaying the Dreamer” and “The Riddler.”

It’s been a pretty crazy 12 months for Rex Orange
County - AKA 19-year-old Alex O’Connor - from
Hazelmere, Surrey. After two guest slots on Tyler the
Creator’s album Flower Boy, he’s played live with Frank
Ocean and Skepta, all the while working on his debut
album, Apricot Princess. The self-released record
is full of sumptuous hooks, jazzy piano figures and
musical left-turns that suggest a true original at work.
He recently placed second in the BBC Sound of 2018
Poll and performed on The Tonight Show with Jimmy
Fallon. Finally available outside of Soundcloud, Apricot
Princess is finally available in physical form on this
limited orange vinyl LP pressing. This is a weird pop
masterpiece that must be heard to be believed.
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With his acclaimed current studio album Opus, Al
Di Meola once again proved his status as a ‘guitar
superstar’. His curriculum vitae is full of exciting
musical moments and incredible works yet he still finds
ways to challenging himself. Di Meola is burning for
his passion - the music. With Elegant Gypsy & More
LIVE – partly recorded on his very successful ‘Elegant
Gypsy 40th Anniversary’-US Tour in 2017 -- Al Di
Meola proves once again that jazz music tremendously
‘rocks’. Above all, for him it is also a journey back to
his musical beginning, which he brings to new heights
with fantastic versions of songs like ‘Race With Devil
On Spanish Highway’, ‘Flight Over Rio’, ‘Midnight
Tango’ or ‘Egyptian Danza’.

From a White Hotel is Kasey Anderson’s first album
six years, yet it won’t bear his name on the cover.
It’s not the next anything: Rather, it’s the first Hawks
and Doves record – the work of a revived man with
a restored creative vision. From a White Hotel is
home to the straight ahead rocker “Chasing the Sky,”
the wickedly insightful “Get Low,” the swaggering,
anthemic call-to-arms, “The Dangerous Ones,” the
chiming tribute to Laura Jane Grace, “Bulletproof
Hearts (For Laura Jane),” and the album’s keystone
track, the unflinchingly confessional “From A White
Hotel.” Guitar maniac Kurt Bloch (Fastbacks), Kay
Hanley (Letters To Cleo), and the late great Ralph
Carney (Tom Waits) are among the many guests.

Infusing fresh life into the Talking Heads’ classic
catalog with his high octane mix of roots reggae, ska
and lover’s rock, Mystic Bowie’s debut, Mystic Bowie’s
Talking Dreads, features a lineup of legendary reggae
figures including singers Freddie McGregor and Tarrus
Riley, guitarists Ernest Ranglin and Lincoln Thomas,
saxophonist Dean Fraser, and drummer Kirk Bennett
plus a guest duet with Cindy Wilson of the B-52s. The
album includes 11 Talking Heads songs with Mystic’s own
unique, Jamaica-fied spin plus two additional tracks
including: “Love Goes to Building On Fire,” “Slippery
People,” “Burning Down The House,” “Houses In Motion,”
“This Must Be The Place (Naïve Melody),” “Pulled Up,”
“Life During Wartime,” “Psycho Killer,” and “Heaven.”

Recorded in an abandoned rubber band factory in
Franklin, KY – where he covered the windows, threw a
mattress on the floor, and with guitar and piano in tow,
spent three straight months writing – Rayland Baxter’s
brand new album, Wide Awake, runs the gamut from
intensely personal matters to cutting social satire. On
lead single “Casanova,” Rayland imagines student debt
as a greedy girlfriend. Album opener “Strange American
Dream” was written around the time of the 2016 election,
while “79 Shiny Revolvers” skewers our national fixation
with guns. Wide Awake’s songs bounce around the
stereo field with a wild abandon that suits the subject
matter – it’s a lot of fun… And occasionally beautiful.
Butch Walker produced the thing, and members of Dr.
Dog and Cage The Elephant guest.
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With his acclaimed current studio album Opus, Al
Di Meola once again proved his status as a ‘guitar
superstar’. His curriculum vitae is full of exciting
musical moments and incredible works yet he still finds
ways to challenging himself. Di Meola is burning for
his passion - the music. With Elegant Gypsy & More
LIVE – partly recorded on his very successful ‘Elegant
Gypsy 40th Anniversary’-US Tour in 2017 -- Al Di
Meola proves once again that jazz music tremendously
‘rocks’. Above all, for him it is also a journey back to
his musical beginning, which he brings to new heights
with fantastic versions of songs like ‘Race With Devil
On Spanish Highway’, ‘Flight Over Rio’, ‘Midnight
Tango’ or ‘Egyptian Danza’.

From a White Hotel is Kasey Anderson’s first album
six years, yet it won’t bear his name on the cover.
It’s not the next anything: Rather, it’s the first Hawks
and Doves record – the work of a revived man with
a restored creative vision. From a White Hotel is
home to the straight ahead rocker “Chasing the Sky,”
the wickedly insightful “Get Low,” the swaggering,
anthemic call-to-arms, “The Dangerous Ones,” the
chiming tribute to Laura Jane Grace, “Bulletproof
Hearts (For Laura Jane),” and the album’s keystone
track, the unflinchingly confessional “From A White
Hotel.” Guitar maniac Kurt Bloch (Fastbacks), Kay
Hanley (Letters To Cleo), and the late great Ralph
Carney (Tom Waits) are among the many guests.

Infusing fresh life into the Talking Heads’ classic
catalog with his high octane mix of roots reggae, ska
and lover’s rock, Mystic Bowie’s debut, Mystic Bowie’s
Talking Dreads, features a lineup of legendary reggae
figures including singers Freddie McGregor and Tarrus
Riley, guitarists Ernest Ranglin and Lincoln Thomas,
saxophonist Dean Fraser, and drummer Kirk Bennett
plus a guest duet with Cindy Wilson of the B-52s. The
album includes 11 Talking Heads songs with Mystic’s own
unique, Jamaica-fied spin plus two additional tracks
including: “Love Goes to Building On Fire,” “Slippery
People,” “Burning Down The House,” “Houses In Motion,”
“This Must Be The Place (Naïve Melody),” “Pulled Up,”
“Life During Wartime,” “Psycho Killer,” and “Heaven.”

Recorded in an abandoned rubber band factory in
Franklin, KY – where he covered the windows, threw a
mattress on the floor, and with guitar and piano in tow,
spent three straight months writing – Rayland Baxter’s
brand new album, Wide Awake, runs the gamut from
intensely personal matters to cutting social satire. On
lead single “Casanova,” Rayland imagines student debt
as a greedy girlfriend. Album opener “Strange American
Dream” was written around the time of the 2016 election,
while “79 Shiny Revolvers” skewers our national fixation
with guns. Wide Awake’s songs bounce around the
stereo field with a wild abandon that suits the subject
matter – it’s a lot of fun… And occasionally beautiful.
Butch Walker produced the thing, and members of Dr.
Dog and Cage The Elephant guest.
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Sirens Of The Ditch, the 2007 solo debut from
accomplished guitarist/songwriter Jason Isbell,
formerly of Drive By Truckers, has been reissued with 4
unreleased tracks from the original recording sessions.
The album’s mystical quality can be partially attributed
to the FAME recording studio in Isbell’s hometown
of Muscle Shoals, AL where it was recorded. Sirens
Of The Ditch is a diverse collection that incorporates
elements of rock, blues and soul music into a heartfelt
mix of songs that favor piano and pedal steel over
buzzing guitars – although there’s a fair share of
overdriven amps as well. Sirens features contributions
from his former bandmates, including Patterson Hood
and Shonna Tucker as well as Shoals legends Spooner
Oldham and David Hood.

Nicki Minaj has transcended into something more than
hip hop; something more than pop. Is she a meme?
Is she eternal? A goddess? “Icon” seems fair. Genius
even. Listen: While everyone else is fucking up trap
music, Nicki has spent the four years building a new
world. It may not be deep, but it is sumptuous. Like
Ma$e, she doesn’t understand the language of people
with short money. She wants to bring New York back
– and New York ain’t cheap. And neither is Nicki. Like
Dolly Parton, it takes a lot of money to maintain all that
Barbie. But selling sex appeal doesn’t mean that you
have to sell your soul. Her gifts are her own. She’s a
Queen. And she’s keeping the crown.

Ariana Grande has a great voice. But what she’s looking
for now are great songs. Whitney, Mariah, Adele –
Grande has a voice on that level, but despite some
banging singles, that great voice doesn’t immediately
conjure a classic song. That all changes with Sweetener
– an album as tasty as that illicit donut Grande licked so
many tabloid cycles ago. Sweetener has some heavy
moments, but this isn’t a collection of mere power
ballads – there’s a sugar rush coursing through all of
these songs, especially “God Is A Woman,” “No Tears
Left to Cry,” and the absolutely gonzo “The Light is
Coming” which features the one and only Nicki Minaj.
Pop perfection abounds on Sweetener – and it’s gonna
take Ms. Grande to the next level.

On her deeply moving debut At Weddings, Tomberlin
writes with the clarity and wisdom of an artist well
beyond her years. The daughter of a Baptist minister,
Tomberlin found herself questioning not only her faith,
but her identity, her purpose, and her place in the world.
In songwriting, she found the relief and lucidity she had
trouble articulating otherwise. Throughout At Weddings,
Tomberlin’s lyrics yearn for stability and belonging, a
near-universal desire among young people learning to
define themselves on their own terms for the first time.
It’s a record about learning to love oneself and others
without reservation – the sentiments wrapped in reverb,
harmonies, and inspired noise. With At Weddings, this
remarkable young songwriter offers up comfort and
wonder in equal measure.

Recorded at Welcome to 1979 in Nashville with coproduction from TJ Elias, Window Flowers – the
highly-anticipated debut album from Liz Cooper &
The Stampede – is the culmination of a year in which
Cooper pushed herself to spend every single day
creating – saying “yes” to everything she was asked to
do. Of the recording, Cooper reflects, “Our first time
working with an outside producer and our first time
in a proper recording studio was when we recorded
Window Flowers. TJ Elias’ mad scientist ideas...pushed
us outside of our comfort zones.” Tracks like lead
“Mountain Man” and “Hey Man” tweak country tropes
with lots of fuzzy psyche goodness and Cooper’s
deliciously crackling voice and twisted lyrics. Play loud.
Take a toke. Fun is guaranteed.
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Devotion is the long awaited debut album by Tirzah.
The Essex-born performer has been at the center of
the vital post-grime and UK garage sound of London
for the better half a decade but it’s only now that her
work has come to full fruition. Following her acclaimed
EPs released on Greco-Roman, Devotion positions
Tirzah as a unique contemporary soul voice on an
innovative modern British R&B record. Devotion is
an intimate collection of downtempo love-songs
laced with romance and lust, melancholy and desire.
The production is spare, stuttered, and sumptuous.
Tracks like “Gladly” and “Affection” will give you
pause – especially the latter, which exists in a state of
suspended passion so arresting that you won’t know
whether to dance, cry, or make out. It’s a stunner.

The Beths occupy a warm, energetic sonic space between
joyful hooks, sun-soaked harmonies, and acerbic lyrics.
Their debut album Future Me Hates Me, delivers an
astonishment of road-trip-ready pleasures, each song
hitting your ears with an exhilarating endorphin rush
like the first time you heard Slanted and Enchanted or
“Cannonball.” Front and center on these 10 infectious
tracks is singer-songwriter Elizabeth Stokes, who had
previously worked in other genres within Auckland,
New Zealand’s rich music scene, but it was in exploring
the angst-ridden sounds of her youth that she found
her place. From the irresistible title track to “Happy
Unhappy” and “You Wouldn’t Like Me,” Stokes’ songs
traverse brash confidence and emotional vulnerability,
while remaining clever, catchy, and cranked.

British rock band Marillion, founded in 1979, have
become one of the most commercially successful neoprogressive rock bands of the 1980s. On October 13,
2017, Marillion played at the Royal Albert Hall for the
very first time. The concert sold out in a split-second
and the audience, hailing from all over the world, was
rewarded with an incredible Marillion show. In two
parts, “All One Tonight” firstly showcases the band’s
acclaimed 2016 studio album F E A R in full. The
second half introduces ‘In Praise Of Folly’ and features
string quartet (along with flute and French horn) that
injects extra depth and emotion to a set of Marillion’s
best-loved material. Available on 2CD, 2DVD, 2 Blu-ray,
and 4LP.

As The War and Treaty, Michael and Tanya Trotter
serve up healing and pain robbing with freewheeling
joy on the monumental Healing Tide. Funky bass lines,
keys, lap steel, acoustic strings, and stripped-down
percussion create a swampy Southern soul bed for
the couple’s transcendent vocals. Opener “Love Like
There’s No Tomorrow” sets the tone both thematically
and vocally. Stark tambourine gives way to Michael’s
gravelly locomotive vocals, which are joined in an early
chorus by Tanya’s soaring harmonies. Tanya takes over
in “Are You Ready to Love Me,” as an old-school groove
propelled by bass, electric guitar, and pedal steel
growls. Healing Tide swaggers with a confidence only
gained by artists who are wholly, proudly, themselves.
Produced by Buddy Miller. Emmylou Harris guests.

